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INTRODUCTION 
A CLOSED aspherical manifold is a closed manifold whose universal covering space is 
contractible. In principle one might expect the pseudoisotopy theory of such manifolds to 
assume a particularly simple form. This speculative conjecture can be formulated in terms of 
Waldhausen’s higher Whitehead groups of a group r, Wh#) i 2 0, as follows: 
CONJECTURE. Let r be the fundamental group of a closed aspherical manifold. Then 
Wh,(r) = 0, i 2 0. 
In particular if r is a Bieberbach group, i.e. the fundamental group of a compact flat 
Riemannian manifold, Hsiang and Farrell have shown that Whi(F) = 0 i = 0, 1[9], and 
Wh,(r) @ Q = 0 for j 2 O[lO]. In this paper some of the techniques of [9] together with 
those of parametrized surgery and pseudoisotopy theory[l4,15,13], and some geometric 
facts about flat manifolds[4,8] are used to prove: 
MAIN THEOREM: Let r be a Bieberbach group. Then Wh,(T) @ Z[1/2] = 0 where Z[1/2] 
is the subring of the rational numbers generated by l/2. 
$1. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The groups which occur as the fundamental group of a compact flat Riemannian 
manifold are called Bieberbach groups[21]. Bieberbach groups are characterized alge- 
braically as the torsion free groups which contain a unique maximal normal finitely 
generated abelian subgroup of finite index. If r is a Bieberbach group and A c r its unique 
maximal normal abelian subgroup of finite index then T/A is called the holonomy group 
of r and the rank of r is defined to be the rank of A. A homomorphism fi r +T is said 
to be s-expansive, where s is an integer, if its restriction to A is multiplication by s and 
it induces the identity map on T/A. 
Recall that a monomorphism of groups f: n-n’ induces a transfer map 
f*: Whi(17’)+ Whi(17) i = 0, 1, 2 provided the image off has finite index in l7’ (see [13] 
for the case i = 2). If B is an abelian group then the notation Bodd will be used for 
B @Z[1/2]. 
The following proposition, which is proved by geometric methods in the next section, 
is crucial to the proof of the main theorem: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let r be a Bieberbach group and b E Wh,(I’),,. Then there is an integer 
Nh such that f: r -rT is s-expansive and s > Nb then f*(b) = 0 in Wh,(T),,. 
Assuming the proposition, the main theorem is easily proved by following closely the 
argument used in [9] to prove Wh,(r) = 0 for any Bieberbach group r. If ris a Bieberbach 
group, A its unique maximal normal abelian subgroup of finite index, define r, = T/sA. 
Let T denote the infinite cyclic group. Hsiang and Farrell proved: 
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THEOREM 1.2[9]. Let r be a Bieberbach group of rank n and holonomy group G. Then 
either: 
(1) r = Llx,T; i.e. T is the semidirect product of subgroups ll and T where IZ is a 
Bieberbach group of rank n - 1; or 
(2) T = BEC; i.e. is the amalgamatedfree product of subgroups of rank n - 1 where D 
has index 2 in both B and C; or 
(3) there is an infinite sequence of positive integers S, with S, = 1 mod ( G ) (1 G I= order 
of G) such that any hyperelementary subgroup of r, which projects onto G via the canonical 
map T- G projects isomorphically to G. 
We now proceed to prove Wh2(r)odd = 0 for any Bieberbach group by induction on the 
rank of r and the order of the holonomy group G = T/A. Assume Wh,(J7)odd = 0 for any 
Bieberbach group n where n has rank less than n or its holonomy group has order less 
than the order of G. By Theorem 1.2 there are three cases to consider. In the first case 
r = Tfx,T. According to [9] ZI7 is a right regular ring and so it follows from [20] that there 
is an exact sequence: 
(1.3) Wh,(n)- Wh,(I’)- Wh,(n). S ince rank (n) = n - 1, Wh,(Lf)dd = 0 by the 
induction hypothesis. Wh,(nr> = 0 by [9] and thus Wh,(I’),, = 0. In the second case r = 
BgC. By [20] there is an exact sequence: 
(1.4) Wh,(B) 0 Wh,(C)+ Wh,(T)+ Wh,(D). Wh,(B)dd = Wh*(C),,,, = 0 by the in- 
duction hypothesis and Wh,(D) = 0 by [9] an d so again Wh,(T),, = 0. In the third case 
let b E Wh,(T), and s be an integer given by Theorem 1.2.3 subject to the constraint 
s > Nb where Nb is from Proposition 1.1. According to [lo] Frobenius induction can be 
applied to K,(U) relative to the quotient group r,: more explicitly, as S varies over the 
subgroups of r,, K,(Zp-‘(S)) is a Frobenius module over Swan’s Frobenius functor G,(S) 
where p:T+f, is the canonical map. This action induces an action of G,(S) on 
Wh,(p-l(S)) which is a quotient of &(Zp -l(S)). Consequently WhZ@ -l(S)) satisfies 
hyperelementary induction and so it is enough to show b vanishes under the transfer maps 
associated to the hyperelementary subgroups of r,. The proof proceeds as in [9]: if E is a 
hyperelementary subgroup of r, which projects via p to a proper subgroup of G then the 
holonomy group ofp-‘(E) has order less than the order of G; thus, Wh,(p-‘(E)),, = 0 by the 
induction hypothesis. Otherwise E projects isomorphically to G by Theorem 1.2.3. Since all 
such subgroups are conjugate [9] it suffices to consider one of them. Let E = pf (I’) where 
f:r- r is s-expansive (such an f exists by Theorem 2.1). But f *(b) = 0 by Proposition 1.1; 
hence, b vanishes under all appropriate transfer maps which implies b = 0, completing the 
proof. 
g2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1 
The following theorem of Epstein and Shub concerning geometric realization of 
expansive endomorphisms of a Bieberbach group will be needed. 
THEOREM 2.1[8]. Let r be a Bieberbach group with holonomy group G. For any integer 
s = 1 mod IG( there exists s-expansive endomorphism of r. Furthermore, if M” is a closed 
flat Riemannian man&old with n,(M) = r andf: r +r is r-expansive (r > 0) then there exists 
an expanding map g: M +M such that g, = f; in particular, if X is any tangent vector to 
M then I]Dg(X)(I = r/XI] where 1) /I is the Riemannian norm on M. 
Let COV be the category whose objects are closed manifolds and whose morphisms 
2 - M are covering projections. Suppose F: COV - Ab is a contravariant functor from 
COV to the category of abelian groups. 
DEFINITION 2.2. F satisfies the vanishing condition for flat manifolds if for each compact 
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flat Riemannian M and b E F(M) there exists a positive integer Nb (depending on b) such 
that if 4: M+M is s-expansive and s > Nb then F(4)(b) = 0. 
Given a compact topological manifold X, let TOP(X) be the topological group of 
homeomorphisms of X and E(X) the H-group of homotopy equivalences of X. d(X) is 
defined to the homotopy fiber of the natural map TOP(X) --E(X). It is a H-group in the 
obvious manner. An element of S!(X) is represented by a pair (4, 4,) where 4: X+X is 
a homeomorphism and 4, is a path in E(X) connecting 4 to the identity. Given a covering 
projectionp: x+X, define a transfer map Tr(p): &(X)-+JS?(~) as follows: Let a = (4,4,) 
be an element of d(X). Then Tr(p)(a) = (&, 6,) where & is the unique map defined by 
the homotopy lifting property in the following commutative diagram: 
I - 
X-X 
i&y lp 
xxz- x 
where i(x) = (x, 1) and 1 is the identity of _&?. 
If G is a H-space, Go will be used to denote the identity component of G and the homotopy 
groups nj(G, 1) i z 0 of G based at the identity element 1 E G will be written In,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. X ~rc~(&(X)) satisfies the vanishing condition for fiat manSfolds. 
The proof of Proposition 2.3 involves a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and AR(M) the Lie group of afine 
dlJ&eomorphisms of M. For m E M let e,,,:AE(M)-rM be the evaluation map f +f (m). Then 
(e,,,).:z,(Aff(M),)-rrc,(M, m) is a monomorphism and the image of (e,), is precisely 
Z(n,(M, m)), the center of n,(M, m). 
Proof Let M = l&‘/I’ where r is a Bieberbach subgroup of rank n of the group E(n) of 
Euclidean motions of KY’. Note that F = a, (M, m). According to [4] Aff(M)O is a compact 
torus so by Lemma 5.5 of [5] the map (e,)*:lr, (Aff(M)&+r, (M, m) is a monomorphism. It
remains to show that the image of (e,)* is precisely Z(r,(M, m)), the center I~,(M, m). Let 
N (F) be the normalizer of Fin E(n) and C(r) the centralizer of Fin E(n). C(r) is a vector 
subspace of the vector space of all translations of R”. Consider the following “nine” diagram 
of group homomorphisms: 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
o+ Z(T) + C(T) 2 Aff(M)O +O 
1 1 1 
04 r + N(r) : Aff(M) 40 
1 1 1 
O-, Inn(r) + Aut(T) + Out(r) +O 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
Inn(T) is the group of inner automorphisms of r, Aut(T) is the group of automorphisms 
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of r, Out(r) = Aut(T)/Inn(T) is the group of outer automorphisms of r, 8 is defined as 
follows: Let b E N(T). Then B(b):IW”/T+[W”/T is the affine diffeomorphism 
O(b)(Tx) = Tb(x). 
BO is the restriction of 8 to C(r). By [4] the second row and the second and third 
columns are exact. The exactness of the first column and the third row is clear. A diagram 
chase reveals that the first row must be exact. Let m = TX, E M. Define z,,,: C(r)-+W by 
C,,,(b) = b(x,). There is a commutative diagram: 
Since f$ and n are covering projections, the long homotopy exact sequence for a fibration 
yields the following commutative diagram: 
where the d’s are isomorphisms, it follows that the image of (e,), is precisely 
Z(x,(R7r, m)). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be a compact fiat Riemannian manifold. Then the natural map 
TOP (M)-E(M) induces an epimorphism ?r, (TOP(M),)--,(E(MM. 
Proof. Let m E A4 and e,:Aff((M)+M, ek:E(M)-*M be the respective valuation maps 
f +f (m). Since M has the homotopy type of a finite complex and is a K(T, 1) where 
I’ = I~,(M, m) Theorem III.2 of [11] implies that (e:)*:q(E(M),)+T is a monomorphism 
onto the center of r, Z(F). There is a commutative diagram: 
By Lemma 2.4 (e,)* is an isomorphism onto Z(T). It follows n,(TOP(M),)-*71,(E(M),) 
must be onto. 
Remark 2.6. The natural map i:Aff(‘(M)+E(M) is a homotopy equivalence when M 
is a compact flat Riemannian manifold. To see this note that rr,(Aff(M)) r Out (r) where 
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r = n,(M) by [4], II,(E(M)) FE Out(T) by [6], and i*:z,(Aff(M))+x,(E(M)) is the identity 
map Out(r)+Out(r). i*:(Aff((M)) +z,(E(M)) is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.4. Since 
zj(Aff(M)) = Q,??(M)) = 0 for j > 1 it follows from Whitehead’s theorem that i is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. By the homotopy exact sequence of &‘(M)+TOP(M)+E(M) 
and Lemma 2.5 there is an exact sequence: 
(2.7) o+~,(~(M))-+n,(TOP(M))-rn,(E(M)) 
Claim: Any element b E q(d(M)) has a representative (4,4,) such that for every 
m E A4 the path 4”:Z+M defined by 4”‘(t) = 4,(m) has finite arc length r(4m) and the 
function M -+lf8 given by m +1(4”) is continuous. 
Proof of the claim: Let M” = IW”/Z’where ris a Bieberbach subgroup of E(n). Let (4,@,) 
be an arbitrary representative of 6. Since 4 is homotopic to the identity of Iw”/F, it is covered 
by a Z’-equivariant homeomorphism $:IWn+ Iw”. Define ii, (xl = la(x) + (1 - t)x. Since 4 is 
Z’-equivariant and r c E(n), ii,(x) is F-equivariant and thus induces a map ~~:li?‘/Z’--, F/r 
such that u,, = 1 and U, - 4. j([(d, 4,)]) = [4] = j([(& u,)]) where the square brackets 
denote equivalence class. By 2.7j is injective; thus, [(& u,)] = [(& @,)I = b and (+, u,) is a 
representative of b with the desired properties. 
The Riemannian metric of M determines a distance function d:M x M -+ Iw on A4 
which in turn determines a distance function on TOP(M) by d(f, g) =-sup (dCf(m), 
g(m))(m E M>. The space TOP(M) is locally contractible in the metric topology[3,7] and 
thus there exists an 6 > 0 such that f~ TOP(M) and d(f, 1) < L imply f is isotopic to 1, 
the identity map of M. Let b E: n,(&‘(M)) and (#,9,) a representative of b such that 4, has 
the properties as in the previous claim. Let 0 :M*M be an s-expansive map and Tr(0)($,) 
the transfer of 4,. If $“‘:Z+M is the path B”(t) = Tr(B)(4,) the s-expansive property of 
8 implies: arc length of p = /(dm) = l/~/($~) I C/s where C = sup {1(4’“)lm EM} which 
is finite since M is compact. Let Nb be an integer such that s > Nb implies C/s < c. Hence 
if s > N6 d(Tr(B)(4), 1) <L and so T@)(4) is isotopic to the identity. Thus 
j(Tr(B)(b)) = 0. Sincej is injective 7’?(B)(b) = 0 for s > Nb which completes the proof of 
Proposition 2~3. 
Let N be a manifold, possibly with boundary, and X c N a closed subset. B(N, X) is 
defined to be the simplicial group whose k-simplices are block homeomorphisms 
4 : A k x N x Z+Ak x N x Z which are the identity on some open neighborhood of 
Ak x (X x Z U N x 0) and fiber preserving on A’ x N x 1. If X is empty it is omitted from 
the notation. If N is a smooth manifold the simplicial subgroup of B(N, X) whose 
k-simplices are block diffeomorphisms will be denoted B,,,,(N, X). 
Given a covering projection p:fi+N there is a transfer map Tr(p):B(N, X)+ 
B(fl, p -l(X)) defined by the homotopy lifting property: 
AkxfixZ ‘-’ -AkxNxZ 
where 4 is a k-simplex of B(N, X), ~7 = l,, x p x l,, and the unlabelled arrows are 
inclusions. Similar considerations apply to BDIFF. 
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hOPOSITION 2.7. M -w@(M))~,, satisfies the vanishing condition for flat manifolds 
provided dim M 2 5. 
Proof. If A4 is any closed manifold there is a fibration up to homotopy[l$ 
i A 
B(M)-h5d(M)+S(M x z, a) 
where A(M) is the singular complex of d(M) and for a k-simplex C$ of 
B(M) i(4) = (4 1 Ak xMx 1,40proj)andproj:AkxMxZ-AkxMisprojection.S(Mx 
Z, a) is identified with Q(i?(M)/TdP(M)) where Z?(M) is the simplicial set of block 
homotopy equivalences of M and TOP(M) is the simplicial group of block homeo- 
morphisms of M. According to [9], if M is compact flat Riemannian manifold and 
dim(M) 2 5 then n,(S(M x Z, a)),, = 0 for i 2 0 and thus in this case 
i*:z,,(B(M))odd-q,(&(M)),, is an isomorphism. Since i is clearly natural with respect to 
the transfer the result follows from Proposition 2.3. 
Let M be a topological manifold, possibly with boundary, and X c M a closed subset. 
Define P(M, X) to be the simplicial group of topological pseudoisotopies of M relative 
to X. A k-simplex of P(M, X) is a homeomorphism 4 : A k x M x I-+ A k x M x Z which 
commutes with projection to Ak and is the identity on some open neighborhood of 
Ak x (X x Z U A4 x 0). Similarly if M is a smooth manifold Pnirr(M, X) is defined by 
requiring that the simplices be diffeomorphisms. If X = aM the notation P(M, a) and 
P,,,,(M, a) will be used for P(M, aM) and P,&M, c?M), respectively. The same 
convention applies to Z3uIFF( ) and B( ). 
P(M, X) and Pn,&M, X) have geometrically defined involutions described by “turn- 
ing upside down” (see Appendix I of [12]); furthermore, the natural map 
_P,,,,(M, X)+P(M, X) commutes with the involution. Define subgroups rcj+ (P(M, X)) 
and rrj-(P(M, X)) by xi* (P(M, X)) = (x E 7tj(P(M, X))[x = _+ x*} where x-+x* is in- 
duced by the involution. Since x = 1/2(x + x *) + 1/2(x - x *) it is clear that rc,(P(M, X)),, 
is the direct sum of rcf (P(M, X)),,. 
There are “suspension” maps &rrr: IZO(PD~&C W+rWnirr(M x Z, 8)) and C: 
n,(P(M, cY))-+(P(M x Z, a)) defined by taking Cartesian products with the identity 1: 
Z+Z (see [12]). It is known that C,,,, is an isomorphism provided dim M > 6. Since the 
natural map 71-~(P~,rr(M, a))-_lro(P(M,cY)) is an isomorphism provided dim M 2 6 (by 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 of [l]), JCis an isomorphism provided dim M z 6. zanticommutes with 
the involution, i.e. *,Y? = - 2 ([ 12; Appendix I]). 
If M is a closed manifold there is a fibration up to homotopy ([2; 3.101 or [14; Lemma 
3.11). 
(2.8) B(M X I’+‘, d )LP(M x I’, d)AB(M x I’, a), J’ 2 0 where i is the natural 
inclusion and r is defined on k simplices by restriction to Ak x M x I’+’ x 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.9[14]. Let M be a closed manifold dim M 2 6. 
(1) i induces an isomorphism n;(P(M x Zj, ~3)),,+n,,(lJ(M x I’, a)),,. 
(2) r induces an isomorphism q(B(M x I)+‘, 8))od,,+~:(P(M x I’, a)),,. 
Proof (taken from Lemma 3.2 of [14]). 
From (2.8) there is an exact sequence: 
T,(P(M X I’, a)),, A ~,(B(kf X I’, a)),,, -r?, I~,(B(M X I’+‘, d))odd 
&,,(P(M x I’, Q,&,(B(M x I’, a)),,, j 2 0. 
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Observe that riC(y) = y + y* and i(y + y*) = 0 for y E n&‘(M x Ii, a)). According to 
[HS]i:n,(P(M x Zj,a)),,+rr,(B(M x Zj,a)),, is surjective. Let x E n,(B(M x I’, a)),,. 
Since C is an isomorphism there is an element y E n,,(Z’(M x Zj,a)) such that a(x) = CC(y). 
Then y + y* = &Y(y) = ra(x) = 0. Thus 2a(x) = i2(y) - iqy*) = i(2( y) + 2(y)*) = 0. 
Since 2 is invertible a(x) = 0, i.e. a is the zero map. This yields an exact sequence 
O--q(B(M x zj+‘,a)>,,~7c~(P(M x 1”, ~&&-+0. 
Since i(y + y*) = 0, i(7r0+(P(M x Zj, a))) = {O). Ifx E r,,(B(M x Zj+‘, a)),, then x = D(y) 
for some y EQP(M x Zj, a)),,, T(X) = riE(y) =y +y*, i.e. Im(r) c n,+(P(M x Zj,a)),,. 
Hence Im(r) = ker(i) = rrc (P(M x Zj, a)),,, completing the proof of the proposition. 
Let p :A?+M be a covering projection giving rise to transfer maps 
t = tr(p x I):P(M x Zj,a)+P(u x Zj,a) and tr(p x l):B(M x ZJ,a)*Z3(A? x Zj,a), 
j 2 0, where 1 :Zj+Zj is the identity. The fibration (2.8) is clearly natural with respect to 
the transfer. It follows from Proposition 2.9 that the transfer t induces a transfer 
map t:lr,+(P(M x Zj, a)), - q’(P(M x I’, a)),,,,+ Let x E I~,-(P(M x I’, a)),,. Then 
2x E Ir,+(P(M x zj+‘, a)),, because 2 anticommutes with the involution. It is easy to 
see that E commutes with the transfer. Recall ,E is an isomorphism when dim M 2 6; 
thus, t(x)= C-‘t(,Ex)Ezn,(P(M x zj,a)),, and so t induces a transfer 
txr,(P(M x zj,a)),+no--(P(M x zj,a&&. 
Propositions 2.9.1 and 2.7 yield: 
LEMMA 2.10. M - T,,-(P(M))~~ satisfies the vanishing condition for fiat manifolds 
provided dim M 16. 
Let N be a compact smooth manifold with boundary. If dim N 2 6, x2(N) = 0, and 
f = n,(N) then by [13] there is an exact sequence: 
(2.11) Wh,(T; Z,)-+n,(P,,,,(N, dN)): Wh,(T)+O. 
Since Wh,(T, Z,) has only 24orsion t?:x,(PDI,,(N, &V)),,+ Wh,(T)dd is an iso- 
morphism. According to [l] the natural map P DIFF(N, cXV)+P(N, W) induces an iso- 
morphism q,(PDIFF(N, ~Tlv))-q,(P(lV, W)) when dim N L 6. Composing with the inverse 
of this isomorphism, an isomorphism $:q,(P(N, 8N)),,+ Wh,(T),, is obtained. 
~OPOSITION 2.12. M +n,f (P(M))odd satisfies the vanishing condition for flat manifolds 
provided dim M 2 6. 
Proof. Let M be a closed manifold dim M 2 6, Z = q(M). Let S’ = {z E Cl IzI = l} be 
the unit circle. There is a commutative diagram: 
q,(P(M x Sl)),,~ wh# x T),, 
where i* is induced from the embedding i: M -+M x S’ i(m) = (m, 1). The map j, is a 
(split) injection[l9]. Since the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, it follows that i* is an 
injection. Let J c S’ be a closed arc with 1~ interior (J). Recall from [12; Appendix I] that 
i* is obtained from the composite: 
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n,(P(M))&(P(M x J, f&T,(P(A4 x S’)) 
where Z is the suspension and k is obtained by extension. Since Z anticommutes with the 
involution so does i,. Hence i, induces an injection i,:x,,+(P(M)),,+n;(P(M x S’)),,. 
Now suppose M is a compact flat Riemannian manifold dim A4 2 6. Let b E ~2 (P(M)),, 
and N an integer from Lemma 2.10 such that if $:M x S’+M x S’ is s-expansive and 
s > N then tr(&(i*(b)) = 0. Suppose 4 :M+M is s-expansive and s > N. Let cr,:S’+S’ 
be the map a,(z) = zS. Note that (t#ma,)i = ic$. There is a commutative diagram: 
Since 4 x a, is s-expansive tr(q5 x a,)(i.(b)) = 0, the injectivity of i, implies @(4)(b) = 0. 
It is now possible to prove Proposition 1.1. By Lemma 2.10 and Proposition 2.12 
A4 I-+ %(P(M))cd, satisfies the vanishing condition for flat manifolds provided dim A4 2 6. 
Let r be a Bieberbach group with rank (r) 2 6 and r a flat Riemannian manifold with 
n,(M) = r. Since the map 8: n,@(M))-, W/r,(T) is natural with respect to the transfer[l3] 
and induces an isomorphism n@(M)),, + W!Z~(&~ it follows that Proposition 1.1 is true 
provided rank (r) 2 6. If r is an arbitrary Bieberbach group then rank (r x T6) 2 6; 
furthermore, if C$ :T-+T is s-expansive then I$ x &:I’ x T6+r x T6 is s-expansive where 
#Is: T6+ T6 is the 6 fold Cartesian product of the map T-r T given by x +xs where x is a 
generator of T. There is a commutative diagram: 
wh,(r)i; wh,(r x 7-6) 
I W6) I 
Mb x83 
Wh,(T)& wAt,(r x T6). 
Since Proposition 1.1 is true for r x T6 and the horizontal arrows in the above diagram 
are (split) injections it follows Proposition 1.1 is true for r. 
53. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Using K. Igusa’s map rr,(Pn,rr(M, aA4))-, Wh,(n,(M)) (see [16]) it is possible to show 
by an extension of the methods in this paper that Wh,(T),, = 0 for a Bieberbach group 
r (see [17] for this result and applications to the computation of q(Diff(M)), i = 0, 1). 
More generally, Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory of spaces provides a map 
rc,(P(M, aM))+ Whi+,(n,(M)) which can be used to analyze the higher Whitehead groups 
of 
I. 
2. 
3. 
a Bieberbach group [ 181. 
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